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CLUB NEWS
CHAIRMAN'S ADDRESS - ROGER BROWN, G3LOP On the last over of the day,
Evans clean bowled by Weaver! Yes, it was a cricket match, at Ian,
G4LJF's 0TH which was the CDXC barbecue on September 7th. It turned out
to be super *do", also it reminded me of the old spirit of CDXC, with
everyone participating and enjoying themselves. Incidentally, Evans was
G3VKW and Weaver VS6CT.
I apologise for my non-activity since the Oxford Convention. As you
know, I have many other interests, one being box office manager for an
operatic society. Last year I took just over £11,000, and thought I was
hard-pressed. This year it was just under £20,000, so I was very busy.
I apologise also for the standard of catering at the buffet at Oxford.
"f "1 Y 'fault;

r7irt- I'mminr- sa= !-1, eynnd my r- nntrol'

Don, XTT, had just 5 responses to his editorial in the last newsletter
(all positive). Perhaps more important, I received NIL RESPONSE to my
piece! So where to go from here? For sure, one certain way is not the
only way to go, despite the gentleman's claims. I can see both sides of
the argument. It does need to change - I agree - but to what the
majority of existing members want!
Brief mention of the G4DY0 resignation. He was not asked to resign or
warned off 525 by me or anyone! He has in the past resigned from CDXC
(twice), secretaryship, editor of the newsletter, and printing and
distribution (twice), and his attitude that he would not pass any
information to CDXC members on "525* was a little selfish. Like Don, I
am not prepared to work on my own - and lose money (as I did at the
buffet in Oxford) - so before you moan about CDXC ask the question
"what are you doing for CDXC?" For example, have you contributed to the
newsletter yet?

SOCIAL SCENE A CHRISTMAS GET-TOGETHER HAS BEEN ARRANGED - 1830 FOR 1915
HOURS SHARP - DINNER AT YE OLDE SWAN HOTEL, SUMMER ROAD, THAMES DITTON,
ON SATURDAY 13th DECEMBER 1986. PLEASE LET ME KNOW AT THE LATEST BY
1200 HOURS ON 8th DECEMBER.
PLACES ARE LIMITED!
Perhaps with "Ye Olde Spirit" prevailing we can resolve our differences
once and for all! Forward, men, forward! Finally, let me take this
opportunity of wishing all a very Happy Christmas and a DXing New Year.
Best 73 de Roger, G3LQP.
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FROM THE EDITOR I know some of you were beginning to think yours truly
had given up on you. In truth I had no material for the newsletter
(hint, hint) and, as you will have noted, the Chairman has been up to
his ears in Opera. Anyway, quite a lot has happened since the last
issue, and it is high time for this one, if only to remind members that
the majority of you are overdue in paying your subs!
My editorial last time was meant to be provocative, but

failed to
generate the kind of response I was looking for. I have received four
letters of endorsement, and verbal comments to the same effect from
another member at the HF Convention, but no comments or letters in
disagreement! I know that the Chairman has had his ears bent about my
piece (though not his own), but I was hoping for a democratic
discussion on these pages and seem to have failed miserably. Oh well!
Martin, G3ZAY, did make some valuable comments in his letter to me. He
is against it being mandatory for members to
pass
DX
information
because of the problems this can present in practical terms, but says
(and this I would wholeheartedly endorse) that he would prefer knowing
he had helped other club members achieve their current scores to the
somewhat sterile joy of "outranking' them.

Martin is anxious to extend the Club's activities to other UK DXers,
and suggests a hospitality suite in Birmingham at the NEC during the
day and at the main hotel on the Saturday night. If you endorse his
suggestions a word to the Committee might be in order.
Incidentally, I suspect my suggestion that CDXC form the basis of a UK
DX club might not be universally popular with CDXC members, and I
realise that CDXC is currently unable to handle the extra work that
this would involve. However, I would draw members' attention to the
letter from G4SUI in the November issue of Amateur Radio magazine about

the formation of a UK DX Foundation. He is already taking money from
potential members and has headed stationery and membership cards, but
hadn't even heard of DX News Sheet until Brendan wrote to him. Surely
CDXC would form a much better basis for a prestige UK organisation?
Of course, the UK is definitely a second-rate nation in the DX stakes.
I was interested to see in the latest DXNS that the OH gang are putting
in a club entry for the UMW CW contest. So what, you may say. Well,
OH2MM will be operating as PT7CB, OH2BBM as FY5YE, OH2BiaL as XFOL,
OH2KI as ZB2X and OH2BH as EA9AM! Next year the CDXC??
I mentioned the HF Convention a couple of paragraphs back. This was an
excellent affair which no self - respecting DXer could afford to miss,
and there was quite a substantial turnout from overseas. The CDXC
buffet also attracted a record attendance, but the hotel rather let us
down on this one and latecomers found themselves with nothing to eat.
As a result, our Chairman is currently £30 out of pocket. As it was
CDXC which was hosting the event, not G3L(3P, I am sure members would
agree with me that Roger's deficit should be put right out of Club
funds, and I trust the Committee will look at this as a matter of
urgency.

THE WELSH WIZARD I have to hand a letter from Steve, GW4BLE, who is
busy erecting the tower at his new IRTH. Steve mentions that he now has
a display pager and wonders whether this could come in useful for DX
alerting. He suggests that the 'message` could take the form of figures
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such as "14025" or "14195' (do these have some significance?). Access
is via the display paging centre on 0345 333111, and Steve's pager
identification number is 2680558. The reason for my headline to this
item, though is that Steve turned in a score of 654,456 points to win
the European plaque in the ARRL Phone contest, with second place going
to EA2OU with a mere 566,244 points. Steve also scored a whopping
3,221,380 points in last year's COWW Phone contest, putting him well
out in front in the UK single-op stakes. Very well done Steve!

FARNE ISLANDS

I hope members won't object to a short IOTA item at this
point, as this one was put on by two CDXC members. Martin, G3ZAY, and
I, along with Cath, G6OGA, had a great weekend operating from the Farne
Islands off the Northumberland coast in late-September, working several
CDXC members in the process. We made over 900 QSOs in about 16 hours of
operating, and all will be confirmed in due course via the bureau. We
ran two stations by way of an FT-1012D plus KW1000 on generator power,
and a TS120 from a car battery.
Antennas were a TB3 and slopers for BO
and 40, all supported at about 40ft high.

WARC BANDS

My suggestion for a table of scores has produced only one
response which, with my own scores, would lead to only two entries, so
I won't run them this time for fear of being accused of elitism. Of

course, if there were to be more in time for the next issue ....
As
it happens, on 10MHz there has been lots of USSR stuff to be worked
recently (my own log includes UA9, UD, UF) as well as other interesting
stations (again from my log, T7, ZB2, and KP4 in recent days).

OTHER

BANDS

If you think DX is dead, you haven't been listening to the
bands. We had a resurgence of sunspots for the CGWW Phone Contest (how
do Ce do it?), leading to S9+ signals from HSOA on 28MHz, wall to wall
BYs on 21MHz (BY was also heard on ten), most VK call areas on 10,
hundreds of W6s on 15, and much more. At the other end of the spectrum,
I worked 52 countries and ten zones on topband including a new one by
way of TA2BK
(DJOUJ). Also, since the last newsletter we have seen some
rare CW operation from S79DX (G3PEK), the excellent Pacific operation
by OH1RY (who is already talking about the next trip), Iris and Lloyd
showing up from FR7 (they are now in FH), yet another impossible to
work operation from Clipperton.... But the last mention must go to
Dennis, GJ3YHU. The winds over the CQWW Phone weekend prevented him
from putting up the big 160 metre antenna, but he went on cw the
following morning and proceeded to work KH6CC, various W7s, and several
Caribbean stations, all with considerable ease. Den's transmitter at
the time was his trusty Codar AT5

NEXT YEAR

The good news is that there is already talk of major
operations from XF4 and VK9MW (Mellish and Willis). I believe the
latter is looking for operators - who are we going to send?

SUBSCRIPTIONS

- Yes, these were due by 30th September, but our
treasurer G3YJI is practically skint. To make amends, send £5 forthwith
in order to remain a member of the UK's foremost group of HF DXers.

Finally, like Roger, I want to take this opportunity to wish all CDXC
members a Happy Christmas and a DX-filled New Year. Personally, despite
not having worked any all-time new ones in 1986, I have put some
fascinating DX into the log by way of new band countries, islands, etc,
as well as enjoying rag-chews with DX friends around the world.
73 de Don, G3XTT
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"HOW TO FALL IN LOVE" with QSL MANAGERS

by Dave G4GED

=================

I'm sure CDXC members do'nt need any advice on how to QSL to DX stations and
QSL managers but could you be making their job any easier?
When QSL'ing a big DX-pedition, the QSL manager is of course handling
thousands of QSL requests. It helps him a hell of a lot if everyone
plays the game and gives some thought about how they compile their
requests. As you all know, I've been handing the cards for T3OAT, T31AT and
T32AU for a couple of years now, so I thought you might like to know my
pet hates, for you to avoid. It may mean the difference between getting a
rare one back or not one day. Other QSL managers in the group might like to
add to the list ?
1) QSO Details
The one and only thing my eyes are searching for as I pull out your QSL
from the envelope are not dollars but the QSO DETAILS. I file the
requests by DATE & TIME so that I can speedily work through the Log
without laboriously shuffling back and forth, which takes much longer.
Now no-one in our group is Wally enough to use local instead of
GMT as some U.S. ops do, but how's your handwriting ? I waste a lot
of precious time trying to decipher rotten handwriting, one of my most
used pieces of QSL office equipment after a pen is a magnifying glass.
Sometimes, I feel just like chucking the offending card into the bin and
I suspect some managers probably do ! Quite often these requests just
end up in the "not in log" file.
U.S. operators are some of the worst offenders in this respect (or is it
just that there's so many of them?). Since their requirement for keeping
a Log was dropped, they sometimes ca'nt even remember when they had
their QSO and expect me to search through a dozen log pages to find it.
I usually do give this a try, after I've dealt with all the others, but
I wonder how many other managers would ?
2) Multi-Requests
Do you ever sent a batch of cards for yourself and your friends all in
the same envelope ? If you do, I expect you put them all in DATE/TIME
order, enclose an SAE large enough to hold all the return cards and
sufficient postage for the extra weight. Plenty of guys do'nt !
Personally, I do'nt like these multi-requests. It's not much trouble
when I'm QSL'ing the regular operations but when I'm dealing with
thousands like after the Kanton DX-pedition, its a pest having to keep
swopping these in and out of the D/T file system as I work through the
log. Often, in order to keep things moving , these requests just get
put by until last.

continued...

3) No Return Postage/SAE's
No CDXC member can be guilty of this one but you might be interested to
know how naive some ops can be. They either send nothing at all, or else
pretty postcards, flags, used stamps, pennants, local obscure currency,
U.S.quarter coins, photos of themselves & dog, etc etc. All very nice
but these do'nt pay the postage. I even get SAE's affixed with local
stamps? Incorrectly validated IRC's are just as unwelcome. I now know
that some UK PO's will take them, but none that I frequent. Should I have
to travel around until I find one that will ? My conscious wont allow
me to pass them off onto others either, as I know from experience that
these are even less acceptable in other countries. So, beware that the
PO clerk knows what he's doing if you have to buy any over the counter.
Some guys do'nt send an SAE which means not only am I expected to
finance these but use up more valuble time writing out the address and mistakes can happen?? A sticky address label is not much better
either if the QSL is double sided.

4) Chasers
During the 1984 Kanton DX-pedition I actually had a chaser QSL request
two weeks after the original, from a U.S. opr who suggested that if I
did'nt respond straight away, he would pay me a visit next time he came
to the UK (presumably with violin case 1). Note, this was while the
DX-pedition was still in full swing 1
Thankfully, that was rather exceptional but nevertheless, "chasers" sent
too soon after the event just cause extra work for the manager and are
not welcomed -except perhaps by a rogue manager who deliberately delays
things just to make an income from duplicate requests, and you do'nt want
to help line his pocket, do you I
I always wait at least 6 months before sending out chasers for my own
QSL requests, even longer if I know the rest of the world is still
waiting.
5) Security of mail

•

Some guys really go overboard with this. They wrap their IRC's etc in
carbon paper which means I get my fingers all inky and have to stop to
wash. Or they stick them to the back of their QSL's so that they rip
when I try to remove them. Some letters arrive with the edges and flaps
reinforced with layers of sticky tape, sealed-up so tightly that I ca'nt
get my letter-knife in anywhere and have to resort to a large pair of
scissors. All this takes extra time and slows up the system. Far from
making their letters more secure these guys are just drawing attention
to the fact that there is something of value inside. Sellotape wont
prevent the whole letter getting pinched by a dishonest mailman, will it?
The best protection against what I personally reckon to be a very rare
occurence anyway, is to make your letter appear as plain and ordinary
as possible (& no pretty stamps). Registered mail should be OK if you're
really desperate or suspicious, but when there is a mail robbery which
bags go first ?
Another tip; if you have to fold your SAE and/or IRC's, do put the folded
edge towards the bottom of the envelope, otherwise it may get sliced in
half when the managers letter knife goes in 1
continued...

Imagine yourself opening and filing a hundred letters a day for several
weeks, then checking, filling-in, stamping and mailing several thousand
QSL's. You're trying to work as fast as possible because
're ver yHoconcious
of the fact there are thousands of the deserving out there waiting.
wever,
you would still like some time to make a living, play w
walk the dog, check out the DX bands, sleep etc...you'llith the Jr ops /XYL ,
understand
all
the above
bumph means. No mistake, I get a great deal of pleasure from whatmy QSL
manager
activities.
I
get
a lotbit
of of
nice
letters and recognition on the air.
It's nice to put back a
little
what
I get out of DX'ing, to take some
of the pressure off my friend the DX station and to know that those in need
wont have to go through the hassle that most
get that rare QSL.
of us do from time to time to

Good Luck and may all your DX QSL's be received by return post
73 Dave G4GED

0102AR

The

are due to appear during the next couple of
months tmni tnxfollowing
DXNS):
T50DX
Now WV (worked on 20 and 40)
FH by YASME
Now GRV
5B4 by DL ops
till Dec 6th
8P by various Ws
till
Dec 10th
FK25 prefixes
till
Dec
31st
K7CA/KC4
till Jan
5T5 by DL1VJ
till Dec 4th
WA2HZR/V4
till Dec 6th
P40GD by W2GD
till
Dec 3rd
J6 by Ws
till Dec 2nd
JA4GXS/JD1 (Ogasawara)
till Dec 5th
TP2CE
Dec
5-7
3D2TB by W7TB
Dec 2-8
XX9XX by JA5D9H
Dec 2-10
ARRL 160 CW Contest
Dec
5-7
3Y by SPs??
Dec
VP2V by K7NHV
Dec 2-8
C56 by Gs
Dec 10-18
3G9SBY, S.Shetland
Dec 12-18th
ARRL 10-metre Contest
Dec 13-14th
FY9IS, Isles de Salut
Dec 13-14th
9N5YDY by JAs
Dec
24-27th
T3OAT QSYs to VK6
Jan
1S??????2?
Jan/Feb
CXOXY, S.Shetland
Feb
J37TA by K4LTA
Feb 19-28th
J70A by K4LTA
Mar 1-11th
XF4ZU by FOO-gang
March
KD7P now has approval from the Norwegian Foreign Ministry authorising
him to land on Peter 1st Island. His Pacific trip is now off, but he is
due
returnwarm.
to Antarctica via Chile, so keep your fingers crossed and
your to
linears
In the COW CW Contest, the following were due to put in an appearance:
BY19H by KSIID, FV6NDX by F6BBJ, GJOAAA by G3TXF & Co, HC8A by K1XM
etc, HSOA, HV1CN by DL6FBL, J6 by SW Ohio DX Assn, JA4GXS/JD1, KC6TO by
KX6DS, KP4 by K7JA, N6DX/10"2, OH5XT/EA8, P32FR by W8ZF, P4OP by N4PN,
P4OR by K4UEE, P4OGD by W2GD, VE2LJ Zone 2 by VEs, VP2MU by K8GL etc,
VPSX by K6ANP et al, NN7S/VS6 or VS6D0 by JA5D0H, WA2HZR/V4, XE2SI by
S.CaI Contest Club, YEOX, ZF2JZ/ZF23Y by KZSM & xyl, ZK1XU by W7TB,
by Ws, and the Finnish operations
8P9
I mentioned earlier. If any of you
work the lot, I'll buy you a pint
at the next •tic:•!
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